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YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ECKANKAR ACTIVITIES IN ALABAMA.
For more information about a particular event, you may write one of the Eckankar Satsangs shown on the outside cover page.

ECK Worship Services
The ECK Worship Service is made up of three spiritual parts. It begins with a short, uplifting reading from the
works of Eckankar. The group then sings HU, a love song to God, and shares in an open discussion of some
aspect of the ECK teachings.
Date: November 15

Huntsville
Huntsville Eckankar Center
900 Wellman Avenue, NE #3
Date: November 1

Time: 11:00 AM

Life is a Chancy Thing

*

“We ride the stormy ocean of life, fighting the sea, wind,
and towering waves. The journey, full of peril, seems
endless.
Then the clear Light of God streams through the storm
clouds of daily living. It sheds the light of truth. It is
Divine Spirit, the ECK.
Our battered ship has finally made its way to the calm
waters of spiritual freedom. Now our journey may
continue with purpose and direction.”

Time: 11:00 AM

Discover the Source of All Truth
“Learn to go inside yourself, because this is the
source of all truth. There are a lot of holy temples
out here, but the most sacred of all is the temple
inside you, because this is where you meet with the
Holy Spirit, the Voice of God.”
—Harold Klemp, Spiritual Wisdom on Prayer,
Meditation, and Contemplation, p. 3

Date: November 22

Time: 11:00 AM

A Search for Happiness

—Harold Klemp, What Is Spiritual Freedom?,
Mahanta Transcripts, Book 11, 2nd ed., p. v

“A search for happiness is the pursuit of God. Yet
the reason so many people fail to find happiness is
because they look for it in the wrong place—at the
market instead of in their hearts.

*Note: This is a special service airing a talk by Sri Harold
Klemp at the ECK Worldwide Seminar in Minneapolis from
October 24, 2015.

It takes discipline to pursue God.”

Date: November 8

—Harold Klemp, Spiritual Wisdom on Prayer,
Meditation, and Contemplation, p. 5

Time: 11:00 AM

Learning to Love God, Others, and Ourselves
“You are Soul. Special. One of a kind. So love yourself,
love God, and love others. That’s what your stay in this
place is to help you learn. So look around and say thank
you for all the blessings. Be grateful. Make sure this is a
fruitful life. After all, why be here if you won’t?”

Date: November 29

Time: 11:00 AM

Please join us for a twenty-minute HU Song, our love
song to God, instead of regular worship service.

—Harold Klemp, The Call of Soul, pp.94-95
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Fort Rucker

ECK Worship Services

(Wings Chapel)

Huntsville (Continued)
Date: November 22
Date: December 6

Time: 11:00 AM
Surrender*

“You, as a channel for Divine Spirit, often touch people.
Because of you, changes occur in them which allow their lives
to be made better. But it works only to the degree that you
can step back and let the inner power work through you. The
inner power is love.”
—Harold Klemp, The Eternal Dreamer, Mahanta Transcripts,
Book 7, p. 48

Time: 12:00 PM

Taking Responsibility for Your Own Life
“The Holy Spirit is the creative power of Light and Sound.
This is the Voice of God, and Soul was made from the Light
and Sound. In other words, the creative power is in each
human being. Therefore each human being has the inborn
ability to take charge of his or her own life and not dwell in
the victim consciousness that is so popular in some circles
today.”
—Harold Klemp, How to Survive Spiritually in Our Times,
Mahanta Transcripts, Book 16, p. 68

*Note: This is a special service that may include a guest speaker or a
panel, as well as our regular group discussion and HU Song.

Date: December 27
Date: December 13

Becoming Aware of God’s Love

Time: 11:00 AM

Responding to the Call of Soul
“If you are a sincere seeker of truth, you realize that
something within you is constantly pushing you from the nest.
You know the answers you seek do exist somewhere in the
world. This inner force that pushes you to find the answers is
an urge you have no control over.
It is the call of Soul.”
—Harold Klemp, Spiritual Wisdom on Prayer, Meditation, and
Contemplation, p. 1

Time: 12:00 PM

“God’s love is around us all the time, so much so that most
people are unaware of it. We take God’s love for granted
because it’s as commonplace as the grass, the trees, the birds.
It’s so commonplace that we overlook it, even forget about it.
God’s love flows equally to all people. But all people do not
recognize God’s love equally, because everyone’s state of
consciousness is different.”
—Harold Klemp, Our Spiritual Wake-Up Calls,
Mahanta Transcripts, Book 15, p. 153

Community HU Songs
Date: December 20

Time: 11:00 AM

The Two Parts of the Master

Singing HU can expand your awareness, help you experience
divine love, heal a broken heart, offer solace during times of
grief, and bring peace and calm.

Auburn

“The teachings of Eckankar speak very directly and very
distinctly of the two parts of the Master: the Inner Master and
the Outer Master. The Inner Master is the Mahanta, and the
Outer Master is the Living ECK Master.”

Dates:

—Harold Klemp, Spiritual Wisdom on Prayer, Meditation, and
Contemplation, p. 34

Time:
Location:

Date: December 27

First Sundays:
November 1, December 6
3:00 PM
Auburn Regional Airport
2nd Floor Meeting Room

Time: 11:00 AM

Please join us for a twenty-minute HU Song, our love
song to God, instead of regular worship service.

Huntsville
Dates:
Time:
Location:

Saturdays (except Nov. 28, Dec. 26)
1:30 PM
Huntsville ECKANKAR Center
900 Wellman Avenue, NE #3

Enjoy fellowship following the twenty-minute HU Song
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Lightline
Introductory Book Discussions
The Art of Spiritual Dreaming
Auburn

Please join us for this free book discussion based on
The Art of Spiritual Dreaming by Harold Klemp.
Learning to see and use the wisdom you receive from
your dreams is an art. This comprehensive book on
dreams teaches how dreams can help us gain insights
from the past, glimpse the future, heal spiritually, and
gain confidence in handling our every day affairs.
You do not have to own the book to participate.

Dates:
Time:
Topics:

Sundays: November 1, December 6
3:25 PM
Open discussion of The Art of Spiritual
Dreaming
Location: Auburn Regional Airport
2nd Floor Meeting Room

Spiritual Wisdom on Prayer, Meditation,
and Contemplation
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Cable TV Broadcasts
You are invited to hear inspiring stories and insights
from these talks by Sri Harold Klemp, the spiritual
leader of Eckankar, during special cable television
broadcasts (recorded during his seminar appearances).

Master Your Spiritual Destiny
“…The purpose of the spiritual path of ECK—
through the dream state and the outer teachings, the
discourses and so on—is to give you an idea of how
to approach this whole problem: how to become a
more spiritual being and master your spiritual
destiny.”
—Harold Klemp, Our Spiritual Wake-Up Calls,
Mahanta Transcripts, Book 15, p. 68

Discover five steps to help you master your spiritual
destiny and more.
Date:
Friday, November 13
Time:
7:30-8:00 PM
Channel: WOW (Knology) Cable Channel 11
Huntsville / Madison

Birmingham
Call (205) 215-5436 for details.

Please join us for this free book discussion based on
Spiritual Wisdom on Prayer, Meditation, and
Contemplation by Harold Klemp.
Prayer. Meditation. Contemplation. What’s at the heart
of these spiritual practices? Each is a response to the
call of Soul. Each represents an individual’s desire to
contact the source of all truth. Different paths to reach
the same goal.
In this small book you will find keys to accelerate your
pursuit of truth.
You do not have to own the book to participate.

Dates:
Time:

Sundays: November 15, December 20
2:00 – 3:00 PM

The Law of Returns: In the Arms of Love
“When you learn the lessons [of life], when you
understand the Law of Cause and Effect, you
graduate to the realization of divine love. Your life
becomes richer in the blink of an eye, because you
have moved from the consciousness of the masses
to the spiritual consciousness of God, of divine
love.”
—Harold Klemp, The Spiritual Laws of Life, 2 ed., p. 119

Learn how to enjoy a more direct route to the
spiritual life.
Date:
Friday, December 11
Time:
7:30-8:00 PM
Channel: WOW (Knology) Cable Channel 11
Huntsville / Madison
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ECK Clergy Services
ECK members and the public are welcome to contact a qualified
ECK cleric about the following services:
The Four ECK Celebrations of Life. These are the ECK
Consecration Ceremony (for young children), the ECK Rite of
Passage (for boys and girls of about age thirteen), the ECK Wedding
Ceremony, and the ECK Memorial Service.
ESA Sessions. An ECK Spiritual Aide session, though not
counseling, can help you find your own answers in challenging
situations through the personal guidance of Divine Spirit. The ESA
session is conducted by an ECK Spiritual Aide, a specially
appointed and trained ECK cleric.
There are no fees for the above services, but ECK clerics accept
donations to Eckankar. For more information, please contact Eilert
Bolstad at 256-585-4459. He will coordinate with the nearest
available ECK cleric qualified to provide the requested services.

For more information about ECKANKAR activities:
In Birmingham:

Birmingham ECKANKAR Satsang
78 Crossbrook Lane
Chelsea, AL 35043
Phone: 205-678-8443

In Huntsville:

Huntsville ECKANKAR Satsang
P.O. Box 4792
Huntsville, AL 35815
Phone: 256-534-1751
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